Post & Go
at the BPMA
Richard West records the twists
and turns since the Post & Go
machine arrived at the BPMA.

T

he Post Office introduced its
‘Post & Go’ machines on 8
October 2008 at Bristol. Since then
the use of such machines has
grown considerably, so that now
they are found in most main
offices. They offer two basic
facilities: for those who wish to
post an item immediately, and for
those who wish to print off
‘stamps’ for later use. Initially the
two facilities used distinctive
labels: the former were essentially
blank on which the relevant details
were printed at the time of
purchase. The latter feature a
variety of designs.
The basic design for the ‘Buy
stamps’ facility features the Arnold
Machin portrait against a wavy
line pattern reading ‘Royal Mail’.
Royal Mail quickly appreciated the
collector interest in these and has
introduced various pictorial
designs, starting with Birds in
2010. As with ‘Post an item’, the
stamps are printed off at the time
of purchase, with the service
required, such as 1st Class, 1st
Large and so on, plus a code that
identifies the place of purchase,
the number of the particular
transaction, and the number of
stamps purchased at the time.
Also in 2010 The Post Office,
in conjunction with Royal Mail,
installed machines at a couple of
philatelic events, London 2010
International Stamp Exhibition and
Autumn Stampex. These were
machines produced by Wincor
Nixdorf, as installed in post
offices. However, the following
year Royal Mail introduced its
own machines, popularly called
Hytech, and these were seen at
various philatelic events starting
with Spring Stampex. In 2012 the
locations at which these machines
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Douglas Muir, Senior Curator,
Philately, beside the first
Post & Go machine
installed at the BPMA.

Royal Mail Series II machine.

were seen were extended to the
ABPS National Exhibition and
Congress held in Perth in
October and a Christmas ‘popup’ post office at Camden
Town in London over the preChristmas period.
Subsequently Royal Mail
machines have been seen at
many philatelic events both in
the UK and internationally.
In the main, each machine
holds three spools, two for
stamps and the middle for the
reel to print receipts.
The most significant
development of 2012, however,
was the decision to install a
‘permanent’ machine in the
entrance of the British Postal
Museum & Archive at Freeling
House. This article will
examine what has occurred
with the BPMA machines over
the ensuing three years.
Subsequently other
‘permanent’ locations have
been adopted, including
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The initial Collector’s
Strip of six.

An extra pod added to the Series II machine.
museums, Gibraltar House in London, and some
Royal Mail Enquiry Offices.

The BPMA overprints

Before looking at the various Post & Go stamps that
have appeared from the BPMA, a few general
comments.
The special overprints and the stamps on which
they appear are agreed with Royal Mail. The overprint
comprises the service (initially 1st Class, 1st Large,
Europe up to 20g, Worldwide up to 10g, Worldwide
up to 20g, Worldwide up to 40g – see checklist) as
previously noted. Along the bottom appears a code that
includes the month in which the stamps was purchased (ie,
printed). This appears as 1 to 9 for January to September, O
for October, N for November and D for December. It is
followed by the year as two numerals, ie ‘12’ for 2012. Next
is the machine number: the first machine installed had the
number A1; a subsequent upgrade of machine saw the
number change to A001 (in addition, the code starts with
the letter ‘A’ on stamps from machine A1, and ‘B’ on
stamps from machine A001). Next comes the transaction
number (each transaction is given a consecutive number),
and finally each stamp as printed in that transaction, from
01 onwards.
Between the service indication and the codes are two
lines available for further inscriptions. Initially, and at
subsequent times, just a one-line overprint has been used
reading ‘The B.P.M.A.’. The intention is that this should
appear on the lower of the two lines (line 2), but sometimes
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it has been inadvertently
moved to the upper line
(line 1). However, about
twice a year, an
additional
commemorative line of
text follows ‘The
B.P.M.A.’, the overprint
thus occupying both
available lines.
The overprint is set
up remotely from the
offices of an operation
known as Intelligent AR
Ltd, that looks after the
machines operated by
Royal Mail. Inadvertent
changes, such as of
positioning and spacing,
emanate from this
company and are never
deliberately contrived
by the staff of BPMA.
From 2012 Royal
Mail started to include
the year of printing
within the security
background to the
stamps, appearing as
two digits to represent
the year, such as ‘12’ for
2012. The boxes of rolls
of stamps, albeit of a single design, supplied to the BPMA
can have random print year codes. Staff at BPMA are told
that rolls of stamps must strictly be used ‘as they come’,
and never to install a roll with a particular year code on
request.
The stamps are dispensed as either a single
denomination (can be in multiple up to a strip of six), or a
strip of the six currently available values (known as a
Collector’s Strip) [subsequently 2nd class values were also
made available, which can be purchased as a pair of 2nd
Class and 2nd Large]. Also dispensed is a receipt that
details what has been purchased and the date. A separate
receipt is provided for each Collector’s Strip purchased.

Machine installed

The first machine, a Hytech, at the BPMA was installed on
Friday, 30 November 2012 and was operational from later
that day. The overprint read ‘The B.P.M.A.’ on line 2. Two
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stamps were available: the standard Machin and the Robin
design from the first series of Birds pictorial stamps, which
was made available as a single item from all Post & Go
machines as a Christmas version. The Machin had no year
code; the Robin had year code ‘12’. The BPMA printed off
a few Collector’s Strips that day for its own records, but
was not able to retain the receipts as these were dated 30
November. Additionally, the month code was deliberately
set as ‘D’ for December, rather than ‘N’ for November.
On Monday, 3 December the machine came into public
use. The machine code was A1, while the main heading on
the receipts read ‘British Postal Museum & Archive’. The
range of services went up to ‘Worldwide up to 40g’.
The Robin design remained in use until 20 February: the
following day it was replaced by the Union Flag design.
The Machin and Union Flag designs have generally
remained in use ever since. However, the Robin design did
make a return on 5 November 2013, for the Christmas
period, but this time the stamps had year code ‘13’.

Postage due and new machine

As mentioned, the space available on the stamps allows for
two lines of additional overprint. So why not use one of
these lines for a ‘commemorative’ message? Thus on 19
The year of printing, when shown, appears in the security
February 2014 the overprint was changed to ‘The B.P.M.A.’
background to the stamp design – in this case, the figure
/
‘Postage Due 1914’ over two lines, appearing on both the
‘12’ can be seen alongside ‘100g’ on the Robin design.
Machin and Union Flag designs.
However, on the first day it was noted that the overprint
had been set too far to the right,
which looked fine on the Machin
version, but on the Union Flag
design the ‘14’ of ‘1914’
encroached onto the pictorial
aspect. Later that day, the
member of staff at BPMA
responsible for IT matters was
given directions over the phone
from Intelligent AR as to how to
rectify the matter. This did
result, at about 5pm, in the
overprint moving slightly to the
left, but at the same time the first
line reading ‘The B.P.M.A.’
become indented by one
character. Therefore, the
following morning someone
from Intelligent AR visited
BPMA and successfully adjusted
the overprint, so that the two
lines of text were justified on the
Receipts as issued originally (left), and
left, and nothing encroached on
subsequently from the Series II machine
the pictorial aspect of the Union
(above).
Flag stamp.
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Trials for the special
overprints of 2014.

The trial strips from the Series II
machine (A001) incorrectly included
the letter ‘A’ at the start of the code
line (above and above right).
On Monday, 24 March an
upgraded machine was installed at
the BPMA, now designated as Royal
Mail Series II. Apart from
improvements for users, this resulted
in a revised typeface being used for
the overprint, that for the centenary
of British postage due labels
remaining in use. At the same time
the machine number changed to
A001, while the receipts were headed
‘The B.P.M.A.’.
A week later, on 31 March, postal
tariffs changed, with the range of
values now extended to ‘Worldwide
While setting up the Inland Airmail
up to 60g’. On Friday, 25 April, the
Mock-ups for the pictorial motif on the
overprint, ‘standard’ values were trial
‘Postage Due’ text was removed.
Inland Airmail overprint.
printed on the blue Machin design.
The reversion to the simple ‘The
B.P.M.A.’ overprint on Monday, 28 April 2014 saw another
change. With the change of tariffs, one of the rates provided
The pictorial motif
was Europe up to 20g. However, many did not realise that
To mark the coming of inland airmail in 1934, the special
this could also be used for Worldwide up to 10g, the cost
overprint ‘The B.P.M.A.’ / ‘Inland Airmail 1934’ was
being the same. So the relevant inscription was changed to a
introduced on 20 August 2014. Always wishing to be
joint ‘Euro 20g’ / ‘World 10g’ on two lines. However, the
innovative, the BPMA sought to include a pictorial motif
font used was the same for both lines and looked rather
alongside the text. Thus the ‘airmail wings’ as created by
ugly. Therefore, when the overprint was next changed, the
Theyre Lee-Elliott (see Cross Post, Autumn 2011) was
‘World 10g’ line was set in a smaller font.
featured.
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Trial positioning of the overprint ‘The B.P.M.A.’ on the
Poppy design.

but released as a separate design for
Remembrance Day); Union Flag; the
Machin in blue for 2nd class values.
These produced a new variant for the
brown Machin and Union Flag designs
in that the ‘Euro 20g’ / ‘World 10g’ rate
was now printed in a style that matches
the other values. All received the overprint ‘The B.P.M.A.’,
the first time the blue Machin had so appeared.
On 12 November the Poppy and blue Machin designs
were removed, and replaced by the Winter Greenery set
(both 1st and 2nd class). These continued until 23
December. On Monday, 29 December the blue Machin
returned, but not the Poppy design.
A new overprint was issued on 18 February 2015 to mark
the bicentenary of the birth of Anthony Trollope. The

Simultaneously, in addition to the Machin design in
brown, a ‘2nd class’ Machin stamp in blue was introduced.
Just two values are provided, 2nd Class and 2nd Large, with
the Collector’s Strip consisting of a pair of stamps, one of
each value. However, for the first week what was dispensed
was a strip of six stamps comprising three at 2nd Class and
three at 2nd Large. The full cost of the
six stamps was charged. On 27 August
the machine was adjusted and correctly
provided pairs of stamps.
All the Royal Mail Post & Go
machines are linked, and on the
afternoon of 16 September one of the
machines was used to print off the 1st
class stamps needed for the packs for the Trials of the Trollope overprint without the pictorial motif.
forthcoming Winter Greenery issue. This
set comprised four designs, two for 1st
class values and two for 2nd class. The
packs therefore contained a pair
comprising ‘1st Class’ and ‘1st Large’,
and a pair of ‘2nd Class’ and ‘2nd
Large’. As there was only a need to print
off pairs of the 1st class design (as
normally printed off for 2nd class) the
Trials of the Penny Black overprint.
rolls of 1st class designs were put onto the
2nd class spool, and the values printed adjusted accordingly.
overprint reads ‘The B.P.M.A.’ / ‘Trollope 200’ and is
It was probably not appreciated that, as a consequence, any
accompanied by a pictorial motif of a pillar box. It was
2nd class stamps printed off at the BPMA (the only other
applied to both the brown and blue Machin design. The
machine offering 2nd class stamps) would also likewise be
Union Flag design remained in use but without ‘Trollope’
inscribed ‘1st Class’ or ‘1st Large’. A few singles of each
overprint: however, the overprint ‘The B.P.M.A.’ now
were printed, but no Collector’s Strips (ie, pairs).
appeared on the upper rather than the lower line.
The ‘airmail’ overprint continued until Monday, 20
Once the overprint was in place, first call on the machine
October, when the machine was upgraded once again.
was by staff at the BPMA printing off strips for insertion in
special presentation packs. At this juncture, the roll of brown
An extra pod
Machin stamps in the machine had no security date in the
Another innovation introduced at the BPMA was to fit an
background. Once this task was completed, the roll of
extra ‘pod’ to the machine. This effectively doubles the
stamps had run out, and its replacement (and all subsequent
capacity, providing a further three spools, two for stamps
rolls) had date ‘13’. Thus most of the ‘no date’ versions are
and one for receipts. This means a total of four different
only found from the packs, although one or two strips were
stamps can be dispensed.
printed that did not end up in packs. Sadly, while the packs
The upgraded machine came into use on 21 October,
include the stamps, they do not include receipts.
offering four stamps: the Machin in brown; the Poppy
On 30 March the tariffs on the ‘1st class’ rolls was
design (initially issued as part of the Symbolic Flowers set
changed to include Europe up to 100g and Worldwide up to
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Trials of the
pictorial motif
for the Trollope
overprint.

100g. In making this alteration two inadvertent changes also
occurred. On the brown Machin design the top line of the
overprint (‘The B.P.M.A.’) was indented by one character
compared with the lower line (‘Trollope 200’). On the Union
Flag design the full stop after the ‘A’ of ‘The B.P.M.A’ was
omitted, but the overprint remained on the upper line.
The following day (31 March), the indent was removed
on the brown Machin, and the full stop restored on the
Union Flag, the overprint reverting to the lower line.
The ‘Trollope’ overprint remained in use until the morning
of 1 May, when it was replaced by the basic ‘The B.P.M.A.’
on both the brown and blue Machin designs. However, on
both the full stop was omitted after the ‘A’ on ‘The B.P.M.A’.

Penny Black

To coincide with an exhibition in the Search Room at
Freeling House to mark the 175th anniversary of the Penny
Black, a new overprint was introduced on 6 May 2015 on
both the blue and brown Machins. This read ‘The B.P.M.A.’
/ ‘Penny Black 175’ alongside an illustration of the Maltese
Cross cancellation.
On the evening of Tuesday, 7 July a major upgrade of
the software used for the Royal Mail machines took place.
Unbeknown to both BPMA staff and those supervising the
machines, the machine at the BPMA defaulted back to the
original pictorial motif installed. Thus throughout
Wednesday, 8 July the ‘Penny Black’ overprint appeared
with an ‘airmail wings’ logo. However, it is not the logo as
previously appeared on the stamps, but the original drawing
of the logo that had not been deleted from the system. This
affected both blue and brown Machins. This original
drawing has now been deleted.
BPMA staff was alerted to the fault on the morning of 9
July, at which point the machine was switched off. The
overprint was set up afresh re-instating the Maltese Cross
motif. However, it was set slightly lower and more to the
right than previously, so that the base of the Maltese Cross,
rather than aligning with the top of the line ‘Penny Black
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175’, was now about 1mm lower.
The ‘Penny Black’ overprint
continued until Friday, 7 August.
However, on 5 August the reel of 2nd
class stamps had to be changed:
previously these were dated ‘13’; the
new roll was dated ‘12’.
In addition, a late production of presentation packs used
stamps with the revised setting but with undated brown
Machins rather than those dated ‘13’. Other packs were
produced containing a strip of six 1st class brown Machins
with date ‘13’ also with the revised setting.
Being the second Saturday of the month, the Search
Room was open on Saturday, 8 August. ‘The B.P.M.A.’
overprint returned to all stamps: on both blue and brown
Machins the full stop now correctly appearing after the ‘A’.
This did not create a new variant for the blue version, but it
did for the brown with the 100g rates.
A further upgrade of the software took place on 27
August 2015 making the process for buying items quicker
and easier: no change to the overprint occurred.

Trials

Within the collections at the BPMA are trials, specifically of
the special overprints. These are not only of the text, but
also of the pictorial motifs. None of these was available to
the public, but many are illustrated in this article.

Presentation packs

The BPMA has produced presentation packs containing
Collector’s Strips and Pairs for several of the releases.
These began with Inland Airmails, of which 100 were
produced. As these quickly sold out, a further, similar pack
was produced inscribed Stampex Autumn 2014. Packs have
also been produced for Winter Greenery, Trollope 200 and
Penny Black 175 (see above).
First day covers have also accompanied these issues,
bearing a 1st Class and 2nd Class value – or 1st Class, 1st
Large, 2nd Class and 2nd Large in the case of Winter
Greenery – all cancelled with ‘The British Museum &
Archive’ handstamp.
Quite a lot has happened in less than three years. In
many cases the quantities produced have been very small
when the inadvertent varieties have occurred. While there
will be no further ‘commemorative’ overprints this year, the
standard overprint has been applied to the Lion design (the
one design from the Heraldic Beasts set issued on 13 May)
from 16 September. a presentation pack and first day cover
were produced. The Lion design will be replaced when the
Poppy design (now dated ‘15’) makes a re-appearance on
19 October. On 16 November, for the Christmas period, will
appear new designs called ‘Winter Fur and Feathers’.
Will the future be any quieter – we wait and see.
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Checklist
Key:
1st = 1st Class
1st L = 1st Large
2nd = 2nd Class
2nd L = 2nd Large
E20g = Europe up to 20g
E60g = Europe up to 60g
E100g = Europe up to 100g
E20g/W10g = Euro 20g / World 10g
W10g = Worldwide up to 10g
W20g = Worldwide up to 20g
W40g = Worldwide up to 40g
W60g = Worldwide up to 60g
W100g = Worldwide up to 100g
Date code = date found within security
printing on stamp.
Machine code – code printed on both
the stamp and the receipt.
There are two lines available for the
overprint. In the case of commemorative
overprints, these occupy both lines,
otherwise the overprint appears in the
upper position (line 1) or lower position
(line 2).
The overprints:

The B.P.M.A.
Machin in brown

3 December 2012 – 1st, 1st L, E20g,
W10g, W20g, W40g
Overprint on line 2
Date code – none. Machine code – A1

W10g, W20g, W40g
Overprint on line 2
Date code – 13. Machine code – A1

W20g, W60g
Revised typeface. Overprint on line 2
Date code – none or 13. Machine code
– A001

1 May 2015 – 1st, 1st L, E20g/W10g
(normal font), E100g, W20g, W100g
Revised typeface: no full stop after ‘A’.
Overprint on line 2
Date code – 13. Machine code – A001
8 August 2015 – 1st, 1st L, E20g/W10g
(normal font), E100g, W20g, W100g
Revised typeface. Overprint on line 2
Date code – 13. Machine code – A001
Machin in blue
21 October 2014 – 2nd, 2nd L
Revised typeface. Overprint on line 2
Date code – 12. Machine code – A001
(Re-introduced on 10 August 2015)
1 May 2015 – 2nd, 2nd L
Revised typeface: no full stop after ‘A’.
Overprint on line 2
Date code – 12 or 13. Machine code –
A001
Robin

Union Flag
21 February 2013 – 1st, 1st L, E20g,
W10g, W20g, W40g
Overprint on line 2
Date code – none. Machine code – A1
28 April 2014 – 1st, 1st L, E20g/W10g
(large font), E60g, W20g, W60g
Overprint on line 1
Date code – none. Machine code – A001

21 October 2014 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g (normal font), E60g,
W20g, W60g
Revised typeface. Overprint on line 2
Date code – none. Machine code – A001

18 February 2015 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g (normal font), E60g,
W20g, W60g
Revised typeface. Overprint on line 1
Date code – none. Machine code – A001
30 March 2015 – 1st, 1st L, E20g/W10g
(normal font), E100g, W20g, W100g
Revised typeface: no full stop after ‘A’.
Overprint on line 1
Date code – none. Machine code – A001
31 March 2015 – 1st, 1st L, E20g/W10g
(normal font), E100g, W20g, W100g
Revised typeface. Overprint on line 2
Date code – none. Machine code – A001

28 April 2014 – 1st, 1st L, E20g/W10g
(large font), E60g, W20g, W60g
Overprint on line 1
Date code – 13. Machine code – A001
21 October 2014 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g (normal font), E60g,
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3 December 2012 – 1st, 1st L, E20g,
W10g, W20g, W40g
Overprint on line 2
Date code – 12. Machine code – A1
5 November 2013 – 1st, 1st L, E20g,
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Poppy
21 October 2014 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g (normal font), E60g,
W20g, W60g
Revised typeface. Overprint on line 2
Date code – 14. Machine code – A001

E60g, W20g, W60g
Overprint in revised typeface
Date code – 13. Machine code – A001
Union Flag

Winter Greenery
(Two designs for 1st class; two designs
for 2nd class)

The B.P.M.A.
Inland Airmail 1934
(with airmail motif)

19 February 2014 – 1st, 1st L, E20g,
W10g, W20g, W40g
Overprint set too far to right
Date code – none. Machine code – A1

13 November 2014 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g (normal font), E100g,
W20g, W100g; 2nd, 2nd L
Revised typeface. Overprint on line 2
Date code – 14. Machine code – A001

E60g, W20g, W60g
Overprint in revised typeface
Date code – none. Machine code –
A001

Machin in brown
20 August 2014 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g (normal font), E60g,
W20g, W60g
Date code – none or 13. Machine code
– A001

19 February 2014 – 1st, 1st L, E20g,
W10g, W20g, W40g
First line of overprint indented one space
Date code – none. Machine code – A1

The B.P.M.A.
Postage Due 1914
Machin in brown
19 February 2014 – 1st, 1st L, E20g,
W10g, W20g, W40g
Overprint set too far to right
Date code – none. Machine code – A1
19 February 2014 – 1st, 1st L, E20g,
W10g, W20g, W40g
First line of overprint indented one space
Date code – none. Machine code – A1

20 February 2014 – 1st, 1st L, E20g,
W10g, W20g, W40g
Overprint positioned correctly
Date code – none. Machine code – A1

20 February 2014 – 1st, 1st L, E20g,
W10g, W20g, W40g
Overprint positioned correctly
Date code – none. Machine code – A1
Date code – 13. Machine code – A1
24 March 2014 – 1st, 1st L, E20g,
W10g, W20g, W40g
Overprint in revised typeface
Date code – 13. Machine code – A001

Date code – 13. Machine code – A1
24 March 2014 – 1st, 1st L, E20g,
W10g, W20g, W40g
Overprint in revised typeface
Date code – none. Machine code – A001

31 March 2014 – 1st, 1st L, E20g,

31 March 2014 – 1st, 1st L, E20g,
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Machin in blue
20 August 2014 –2nd, 2nd, 2nd, 2nd L,
2nd L, 2nd L (note 1)
(note 1 – for the first few days,
instead of the normal Collector’s Pair
comprising a single 2nd and 2nd L,
the machine delivered a strip of six
comprising three 2nd and three
2nd L.)
27 August 2014 – 2nd, 2nd L
Date code – 12. Machine code –
A001

16 September 2014 – 1st and 1st L
(note 2)
Date code – 12. Machine code – A001
(note 2 – in order to print examples of
1st and 1st L at Tallents House for use
in packs and on covers of the Winter
Greenery issue, the central software
was temporarily amended, resulting in
the incorrect values appearing on the
blue Machin stamps at the BPMA.
However, these only exist as
individual values, not as Collector’s
Pairs).

found in the initial batch of
presentation packs produced by the
BPMA.)

30 March 2015 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g (normal font), E100g,
W20g, W100g
Overprint has ‘T’ of ‘The’ indented one
space
Date code – none. Machine code –
A001

31 March 2015 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g (normal font), E100g,
W20g, W100g
Overprint corrected without indent
Date code – 13. Machine code –
A001
Machin in blue
18 February 2015 – 2nd, 2nd L
Date code – 12. Machine code – A001

The B.P.M.A.
Penny Black 175
(with Maltese Cross motif, the base of
the Maltese Cross aligning with the top
of ‘Penny Black 175’)

(with pillar box motif)

Machin in brown
6 May 2015 – 1st, 1st L, E20g/W10g
(normal font), E100g, W20g, W100g
Date code – 13. Machine code – A001

Machin in brown
18 February 2015 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g (normal font), E60g,
W20g, W60g
Date code – none (note 3) or 13.
Machine code – A001
(note 3 – strips with no date are mainly

8 July 2015 – 1st, 1st L, E20g/W10g
(normal font), E100g, W20g, W100g
Initial design for the Inland Airmail
motif, not in fact adopted, instead of
Maltese Cross motif (note 4)
Date code – 13. Machine code – A001
(note 4 – an update of the central

The B.P.M.A.
Trollope 200
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software resulted in a default to the
originally created Airmail motif,
replacing the Maltese Cross motif.)
9 July 2015 – 1st, 1st L, E20g/W10g
(normal font), E100g, W20g, W100g
Maltese Cross motif re-instated, but
now positioned slightly lower, so that
base of Maltese Cross aligns with
middle of the line ‘Penny Black 175’
Date code – no date (note 5) or 13.
Machine code – A001
(note 5 - a late production run of
presentation packs included brown
Machins with no date.)
Machin in blue

6 May 2015 – 2nd, 2nd L
Date code – 13. Machine code – A001

8 July 2015 – 2nd, 2nd L
Initial design for the Inland Airmail
motif, not in fact adopted, instead of
Maltese Cross motif (note 4)
Date code – 13. Machine code –
A001

9 July 2015 – 2nd, 2nd L
Maltese Cross motif re-instated, but
now positioned slightly lower, so that
base of Maltese Cross aligns with
middle of the line ‘Penny Black 175’
Date code – 12 or 13. Machine code –
A001
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Post & Go – an update
Richard West provides an update on the stamps issued
by the machine installed at Freeling House.

I

n the Autumn 2015 issue of Cross Post there appeared a
review of the Post & Go stamps issued from the machine
located in the entrance to the then British Postal Museum
& Archive. It may seem rather soon to be producing an
update, but in the intervening months much has happened,
not least the launch of the new name, The Postal Museum,
and the consequent change to the inscription on the P&G
stamps.
However, first a look back to the final issues of 2015.
From the opening day of Autumn Stampex (16 September)
the Lion design from the Heraldic Beasts set (the set was
generally released on 13 May but not sold from the BPMA
machine) was available with ‘The B.P.M.A.’ overprint in
the current set of six ‘values’, available individually or as a
Collector’s Strip. These strips having just the Lion design
were printed by International Security Printers from the
same printing cylinder, and thus at the same time, as the
strips of six different Heraldic Beasts designs, something
that will have significance later.
Just over a month later, on 19 October, this was
replaced by the Poppy design as previously issued on 21
October 2014. However, in the interim, the values had
changed to include Europe 100g and Worldwide 100g (both
60g previously), while within the background design to the
stamps appeared the date ‘15’. In addition, the code printed
along the base of each stamp at the time of purchase
includes the year ‘15’.

On 16 November appeared the Winter or Christmas
issue for 2015 (available from machines in post offices),
with two designs for each of the ‘1st’ and ‘2nd’ class
values. The theme was Winter Furs and Feathers, the
stamps being sold with ‘The B.P.M.A.’ overprint. These
were withdrawn on 24 December, and had replaced both
the Poppy design and the blue 2nd class Machin. When the
BPMA re-opened on 4 January, the machines dispensed
Machin 1st and 2nd, Lion and Union Flag.
For all the above three releases there was a first day
cover and Presentation Pack made available.

The Postal Museum

It had been intended that the formal launch of the new
branding as The Postal Museum would take place on
Monday, 1 February 2016. However, the launch had
to be postponed until the Thursday. Having announced
that a new overprint would appear on the stamps from
1 February, the change occurred that day. It had been
decided that there would now be two overprints, both
incorporating the name ‘The Postal Museum’ and the new
logo. On the Machin design, these would occupy just a
single (the lower) line, freeing the upper line for any future
commemorative overprints. However, on the pictorial
design, not used for any additional overprints, the logo and
name occupy the entire available space.
Prior to the change, a number of trials were produced, a
selection of which is illustrated.
On the morning of 1 February not all went to plan. Post
& Go machines can broadly be divided into two categories:

First day cover of the six Postal Heritage designs – note ‘The Postal Museum’ handstamp introduced on 1 February 2016.
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A set of six postcards
was issued on the day
of issue of the Postal
Heritage stamps.
Shown is the Minivan
design used as a
maximum card.

The receipts now read
‘The Postal Museum’.
those found in post offices; those
controlled by Royal Mail and used
at events such as stamp exhibitions,
special locations such as museums,
and at Enquiry Offices. The Royal
Mail machines are linked, enabling
‘test’ strips of stamps bearing The
Postal Museum overprint to be
printed from the machine within
the offices of Royal Mail Stamps at
Mount Pleasant. These test strips
were perfect. However, the strips
being printed from the machine at
The Postal Museum were far from
being so. It took quite a while until
the overprints were acceptable. The
word ‘acceptable’ is used
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deliberately: after a
while the overprint on
the pictorial designs
(Lion and Union Flag)
was perfect, but that
on the Machin designs
was indented slightly
to the right. However,
with a long queue
waiting to buy the new stamps, it was
decided to release the indented version.
The receipts issued for each purchase
naturally were also changed to read ‘The
Postal Museum’. First day covers and
Presentation Packs were available for the
new overprints: the contents of the packs
vary. From the day of issue a handstamp
featuring the new logo was introduced.
It was intended that, at an appropriate
moment, the overprint on the Machin
designs would be re-aligned so as not to
be indented. This occurred on Monday,
15 February.
Two days later, on Wednesday,
17 February (and the opening day of
Spring Stampex), a new series of designs
was issued nationally. As part of the 500
Years of Royal Mail celebrations, the six
designs focus on Postal Heritage. While
sets of six designs are not usually made
available from machines at museums and
Enquiry Offices, it was felt appropriate
that an exception be made this time, with
sets sold from The Postal Museum (after
all, the designs were developed from
Various trials towards The Postal Museum
overprints: the Machin design with the
overprint on the top line, allowing the
lower line for a special ‘Underprint’; a
pair of the Winter Greenery designs of
2014 with the larger overprint; the Machin
design with the larger overprint; the
Machin design with just the text ‘The
Postal Museum’ but no logo.
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The Postal
Heritage designs
as a Collector’s
Strip (not issued
as such)

Possibly for
three days at the
end of March the
‘Euro 20g/World
10g’ value had
the ‘20g’ omitted.

The blue Machin
with the legend
‘The Postal
Museum’
appearing twice.

material held by The Postal Museum).
Nevertheless, concerns were felt at
offering collectors six designs each
available in the six ‘standard’ values. It
was therefore decided that only the ‘1st
Class’ value should be available, able to
be bought in strips of six, one of each
design. These replaced the Lion design.
A trial strip of the six designs, but as
a standard ‘Collector’s Strip (ie, with six
different ‘values’) is illustrated.
Again first day covers and
Presentation Packs were available. In
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The double
legend also
appeared on the
pictorial designs.

The missing ‘20g’
error also
occurred.

addition, postcards were produced, chosen to complement
the designs of the stamps. Some had the stamps affixed to
produce ‘maximum cards’.
The sets of six remained on sale until replaced on
1 April by strips featuring just the Mail Coach design
from the set. These were available in
all the ‘standard’ values. However,
unlike the earlier Lion design, these
strips were not printed from the same
printing cylinder as the sets of six.
Instead they were separately digitally
printed (more suitable for lower
production runs), and as a result the stamps have a ‘shiny’
appearance.

The unusual

It would not seem right if there were not the occasional
operational glitches that produce some unusual items.
Around the end of March (possibly 29 to 31 March)
Collector’s Strips of the brown
Machin and Union Flag designs were
printed without the ‘20g’ on the ‘Euro
20g/World 10g’. As previously
mentioned, the Royal Mail machines
are linked. On certain occasions,
examples of special overprints are
printed at Tallents House for sale to customers buying a
reasonable quantity. These are generally known as ‘back
office’ overprints, being distinguishable by the machine
code B001. One occasion for which such ‘back office’
supplies are produced is the annual Scottish Philatelic
Congress held in Perth. Those produced for this year’s
Congress (held on 15 and 16 April)
are likewise missing the ‘20g’ from
the ‘Euro 20g/World 10g’ value. It
offers the possibility that the error
occurred when setting up the Scottish
Congress overprints at Tallents House.
Examples of the missing 20g are also
noted from the Steam museum in Swindon and from
Enquiry Offices (it is fair to assume that the same error
was available from the museums based at Portsmouth, but
none have been reported).
More spectacular is the error that occurred on all four
available designs (brown Machin,
blue Machin, Postal Heritage and
Union Flag) for about four hours on
Tuesday, 29 March. In addition to the
standard logo and ‘The Postal
Museum’ inscription, there is a
second line of text reading ‘The
Postal Museum’ on the lower line. Given that it encroaches
on the pictorial designs, it leads to the suspicion that an
early concept for the text that was still in the system (very
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much like the airmail logo that appeared on the Penny Black
overprints). In addition, the missing ‘20g’ error occurs on
the two applicable designs (brown Machin and Union Flag).

Checklist
Key:
As published in Cross Post, Autumn
2015.
The overprints:

The B.P.M.A.

As stated in the article in the Autumn 2015 issue, there
is certainly plenty to keep collectors on their toes with
these Post & Go stamps.

Winter Fur and Feathers
(Two designs for 1st class; two designs
for 2nd class)
16 November 2015 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g (normal font), E100g,
W20g, W100g; 2nd, 2nd L
Revised typeface. Overprint on line 2
Date code – 15. Machine code – A001

The Postal Museum

Lion (design from the Heraldic Beasts
series)
16 September 2015 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g (normal font), E100g,
W20g, W100g
Revised typeface. Overprint on line 2
Date code – 15. Machine code – A001

Poppy
19 October 2015 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g (normal font), E100g,
W20g, W100g
Revised typeface. Overprint on line 2
Date code – 15. Machine code – A001

Machin designs – single line
overprint indented to the right
Machin in brown
1 February 2016 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g (normal font), E100g,
W20g, W100g
Overprint on line 2
Date code – 13. Machine code – A001
Machin in blue
1 February 2016 – 2nd, 2nd L
Overprint on line 2
Date code – 12. Machine code – A001

Machin designs – single line
overprint correctly aligned
Machin in brown
15 February 2016 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g (normal font), E100g,
W20g, W100g
Overprint on line 2
Date code – 13. Machine code – A001
Machin in blue
15 February 2016 – 2nd, 2nd L
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Overprint on line 2
Date code – 12. Machine code – A001
Pictorial designs – overprint occupies
entire available space
Lion
1 February 2016 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g (normal font), E100g,
W20g, W100g
Date code – 15. Machine code – A001

Union Flag
1 February 2016 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g (normal font), E100g,
W20g, W100g
Date code – none. Machine code –
A001

Postal Heritage
Set of six designs featuring Post boy,
Mail coach, Falmouth packet ship,
Travelling Post Office, Airmail, and
Royal Mail Minivan
17 February 2016 – 1st
Date code – 16. Machine code – A001

Mail Coach
Digital printed: shiny appearance
1 April 2016 – 1st, 1st L, E20g/W10g
(normal font), E100g, W20g, W100g
Date code – 16. Machine code – A001
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Post & Go – update

Left: The
attractive ﬁrst day
cover produced
for the King
Edward VIII
overprint.

Below: One of the
Mail by Rail
postcards used as
a maximum card.
Richard West looks at the remaining Post & Go releases
to emerge from Freeling House – perhaps.

I

n simple terms, life has been fairly straightforward with
regard to the Post & Go machine located at Freeling House,
since the reviews in the previous two issues of Cross Post.
There has been just one overprint, for King Edward VIII, the
re-introduction of the Poppy design, and the provision of the
Hibernating Animals and Mail by Rail special issues.
However, on two occasions there have been glitches
with overprints, occurring when changes have been made to
the rolls in the machines (not simply replacing a roll that
has run out): these errors have occurred for a very short
time before being noticed and corrected.
With regard to the basic ‘The Postal Museum’ overprint
on the Machin design, new dates have appeared as
replacement rolls have been put into the machine. These are
the ‘standard’ Machin with either no date code or date code
15 (initially with date code 13) and the blue Machin with
revised background text, now reading 2nd CLASS, and date
code 16 (previously date code 12).
On the opening day of Autumn Stampex, 14 September
2016, a new overprint was applied just to the two Machin
stamps to mark the short reign of King Edward VIII. The
overprint included a pictorial motif of the personal frank of
the King, ‘ERI VIII’. The Postal Museum provided a most
attractive first day cover and presentation pack by design
studio Blake. On the day of issue, the brown Machin in the
machine initially had date 13: most of the supply was used
to make up the presentation packs. Soon the roll needed
changing, and the replacement was undated: some of these
were also used for packs.
Six weeks later, on 24 October, the Poppy design was
re-introduced, still with ‘15’ date as had been the previous
year’s release (although the previous year the overprint

read ‘The B.P.M.A.’). However, at the start of operations
that day, for some reason, the two Machins (brown and
blue), and the Union Flag design, appeared with the ‘ERI
VIII’ motif, but without the text ‘King Edward VIII 1936’.
As soon as The Postal Museum staff noticed the error, the
machine was switched off and corrected.
Both the King Edward VIII overprint and Poppy design
were withdrawn at the close of business on Friday, 11
November.

A most unusual, one-off, error that
occurred when the machine ﬁrst
operated on 3 January.

New pictorial designs
On 14 November a new issue appeared
specifically for the Christmas period. As
in the previous two years four designs
were produced, two for ‘1st’ values and
two for ‘2nd’ values: the theme was
Hibernating Animals. These were
available with The Postal Museum
inscription and logo as used for
pictorial designs. This set was
withdrawn on Friday, 23 December.
The Postal Museum re-opened on
Tuesday, 3 January after the
Christmas/New Year break. Once more
a glitch occurred with the equipment
when switched on: both the Machin
stamps appeared with the setting of The
Postal Museum text and logo as used for
pictorial stamps, rather than the smaller
version reserved for the Machin design.
Again this was corrected as soon as
spotted by the staff at Freeling House.
However, a very unusual error occurred
only on the first strip of the brown
Machin dispensed: on the final stamp of
the Collector’s Strip, Worldwide 100g,
in place of ‘The Postal Museum’ and logo there appeared a Maltese Cross.
No first day covers or presentation packs were produced for the Poppy and
Hibernating Animals designs.
As always Stampex brought a new set of designs: on 14 February a second set
in the Royal Mail heritage series appeared, this time focusing on Mail by Rail.
The six designs were available with the version of ’The Postal Museum’ text and
logo occupying two lines. As is the case when multi-design sets are produced,
these are only available as the 1st Class value from The Postal Museum, not with
six different rates. This time first day covers and presentation packs were
available. Also produced was a set of six postcards matching the designs of the
stamps: these made attractive maximum cards, especially on the day of issue.
These designs were removed on Friday, 31 March, replaced on 3 April with
rolls of just the Post Office (London) Railway design. This has been digitally
printed and available as Collector’s Strips of six values. However, as this has
been released after this article is written, it is not included in the Checklist.
Will that round off the story as far as the machine located at Freeling House
is concerned – who knows. But we all anticipate the new chapter following the
move to Calthorpe House.

Checklist
Key:
As published in Cross Post, Autumn
2015. In all cases the machine code is
A001.
Overprints:
The Postal Museum
with small The Postal Museum plus
logo in one line
Machin in brown
22 August 2016 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g, E100g, W20g, W100g
As issue of 15 February 2016, but no
date code
Machin in brown
14 November 2016 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g, E100g, W20g, W100g
As issue of 15 February 2016, but date
code 15

Machin in blue
25 January 2017 – 2nd, 2nd L
As issue of 15 February 2016, but date
code 16
The Postal Museum
with large The Postal Museum plus
logo in two lines
(This error occurred on the first day of
operation following the removal of the
Hibernating Animals designs.)

Machin in brown

3 January 2017 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g, E100g, W20g, W100g
Date code 15.
(On just one strip the Worldwide
100g depicted a Maltese Cross
instead of the usual overprint.)
Machin in blue
3 January 2017 – 2nd, 2nd L
Date code 12.

14 November 2016 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g, E100g, W20g, W100g;
2nd, 2nd L
Date code – 16.

Machin in blue
24 October 2016 – 2nd, 2nd L
Date code 12.

The Postal Museum
King Edward VIII 1936 plus the
King’s personal frank, ‘ERI VIII’
Union Flag
24 October 2016 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g, E100g, W20g, W100g
Date code – none.
Machin in brown
14 September 2016 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g, E100g, W20g, W100g
No date code or date codes 13 or
15.
(Date code 13 was mainly found in
presentation packs produced by The
Postal Museum. Rolls with date
code 15 were inserted on 24
October 2016.)
Machin in blue
14 September 2016 – 2nd, 2nd L
Date code 12.

The Postal Museum
with large The Postal Museum logo in
two lines

Poppy
24 October 2016 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g, E100g, W20g, W100g
Date code – 15.

The Postal Museum with ‘ERI
VIII’, but line reading King
Edward VIII 1936 omitted.
(This error occurred on the day
the Poppy design was re-installed
into the machine.)
Machin in brown
24 October 2016 – 1st, 1st L,
E20g/W10g, E100g, W20g,
W100g
Date code 15.

Hibernating Animals
(Two designs for 1st class; two
designs for 2nd class)

Mail by Rail
Set of six designs featuring Post Office
(London) Railway; Nightmail;
Travelling Post Office: loading;
Travelling Post Office: sorting;
Travelling Post Office: on the move;
Travelling Post Office: bag exchange.
15 February 2017 – 1st
Date code – 17.

